
Lecture 1:

Introduction bit:

Beta is a measure of a stock's volatility in relation to the market. It measures the
exposure of risk a particular stock or sector has in relation to the market. ... A beta
of 1 indicates that the portfolio will move in the same direction, have the same
volatility and is sensitive to systematic risk.

Systematic risk refers to the risk inherent to the entire market or market segment.
Systematic risk, also known as “undiversifiable risk,” “volatility” or “market risk,”
affects the overall market, not just a particular stock or industry.

● Options; gives the holder the right but not obligation to buy or sell an asset at
its exercise price

○ Call option = holder has right to buy
○ Put option = holder has right to sell
○ A sold position creates a contingent liability because the new only has

the option to exercise them against you.
○ Note the opposite of a call is not a put, opposite of buying a call is

selling a call

A sold position means that someone else has the right to exercise it against you: you
have a contingent liability and in return for selling the option you are paid a premium.
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● Accelerated entitlement offers: (popular for firms with large amounts of
institutional investors)

○ Different shareholder subject to different conditions
○ Two stages

■ Stage one - accelerated offer to institutional shareholders
■ Stage two - offer to retail shareholders

○ Advantages = allows funds to quickly raised (like a placement) while
allowing retail investors the chance to participate (like a right issue)

● Dividend reinvestment plans (DRP’s)
○ Use part or all of your dividend to apply for more share with minimal

transaction fees and usually at a discount (around 5%) to the current
market price.

○ Substantial source of capital for major corporates
○ Rationale: allows high dividend payout (to distribute imputation credits)

while lessening impact on cash outflows
○ You still have to pay taxes (or get a tax refund)
○ A DRP is just a very small right issue in essence

● Corporations act:
○ Prospectus requirements: offer of securities must be accompanied by a

prospectus unless it is an “excluded” offer (only given to institutions)
■ For investor protection
■ Requireds full info disclosure
■ Has to be lodged with the ASIC
■ Marketing tool/information guide
■ Corporations act does not specify a checklist of items to be

included
○ Underwriting:

■ Bookbuilding is becoming much more common that fixed pricing
- reducing the need for underwriting

■ Role is to guarantee the success of the issue
■ Fixed basis underwriting - firm commitment to purchase non

purchased shares - would lead to high fees
■ Best effort basis (brokered deal) - don't have to purchase non

purchased shares (simply acts as a marketing agent)
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●
● The higher the level of debt the higher the level of financial risk and thus

higher required return to shareholders. The Wacc however is unchanged.

●
Interest tax shield:

● Leverage will increase firm value because the interest tax which will be
incurred as a result, is tax deductible.

●
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○ Avoiding expectation of recurrence
○

○
○ However they still require a large amount of cash to pay these special

dividends

●
● Dividend reinvestment plan:

○ Allow high high dividend without loss of cash
○ Legally receive the cash and the tax credits and reinvest in the company
○ 45-day trading rule, shareholders must hold the shares ‘at risk’ for 45 days to

claim franking credits. So you can’t receive the tax credit by simply buying the
share right before ex-dividend date and then selling on ex-dividend date

○ The company may offer shares at a slightly lower price in place of the
dividend. However this still is taxable as it counts as income.

○ DRPS are essentially very small rights issues
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● Takeovers panel - can disallow acquisitions and resolve disputes during takeovers.
● Australian competition and consumer commission - aims to avoid substantial

lessening of competition
● Foreign acquisitions and takeovers act - foreign acquirer seeking more than 15%

requires approval of the treasurer after receiving advice from FIRB
● Most important source of takeover legislation is CHapter 6 of the corporations act

Compulsory acquisition occurs when 90% of the shareholders are on board, the remaining
10% are forced to participate
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○ Need to ask why would i want company to diversify when I can do it myself as
a shareholder

○ Control premium is paid by a bidder where as a shareholder doesn't pay this
to buy other shares

Takeover waves:
- Merges and aquisitions seem to happen in clusters

● Tapps
○ Depends on the size of the two companies
○ This is due to the synergistic benefit being a different size relative to the size

of the business
○ Need to look at the relative benefit or % benefit
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○
● Cost of financing:

○ External financing is costly
■ Dilution of private placements, pecking order theory (signalling) etc

○ Low cash flows years will force us to either raise costly external financing or
pass up valuable investments

■ Either of these make a bad year even worse
○ Preventing low cash flow years through hedging reduces need to raise

external capital
● Managerial self-interest

○ A geologist has to choose between specializing in one particular mineral or
being a generalist

○ Specialist gets paid more because of more human employability risk
○ founders/managers expose to firm risk and hence risk averse

■ Jobs are tied up in the firm
■ Paid in firm stock = wealth tied up in the firm

● Note:  being paid in options decreases manager’s incentive to
hedge risks

○ Hedging financial exposure can add value by:
■ Reducing manager risk and hence their required rate of return - lower

compensation - enhances returns to shareholders
■ Removing uncertainty might help us monitor managers better -

managers can't argue results are just bad luck
● Non - linear taxes:

○ Most tax codes in the world are progressive
○ Reduction in volatility of taxable income can lower expected taxes for firms

with progressive tax systems
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